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August 15th. 1814.
We took a walk in the E. and climbed one of the highest of the hills; as we descended a most violent storm of rain came on, and we were wet through. The sky was entirely black and the rain poured in torrents. One long streak of red light alone marked where the sun had set. I asked how those who saw the crucifixion had described a rising cloud to the heaven; he had left it so late. I thought this a most beautiful thought. When we reached the valley it was a very pretty sight to look on the lights from the cottage reflected in a small clear stream that flowed a band beneath them. We went to bed directly as our clothes must be dried in the night. They are the only ones we have got with us.

Monday 15th August. Rise at four. Slightly morning and the wind block and cold. Addison took us in his coach to St. Pancras, where we
August 1814

We took a walk in the Eg. and climbed one of the highest of the hills. As we ascended, a most violent storm of rain commenced, and we were well through it. The sky was entirely black, and the rain poured in torrents. The long strip of red light alone marked where the sun had set. I could look thru how the line in barton, had brought the a hinging back to the heaven, he had left desolate. I thought this a most beautiful thing. When we reached the valley it was a very pretty sight to look on the lights from the cottages reflected in a small clear stream that flowed a bank beneath them. It went to be so directly as our clothes must be dried in the repeat. They are the only once we have got with us.

Monday 15th August. Rise at four. Cloudy morning and the wind north & cold. A storm takes us in his last & Eugeniose, whose son...
Dover, May 3. 1816

To show you the anxiety with which my concern. I think that it be in my power to join you a more favorable view than 30th. I am compelled to present. In his visit to my fortune a good deal by me, as I imagine you will know, because among the reasons of a similar nature. I cannot at once put in possession of all that seems sufficient for the comfort and necessities which it is in mind that you should not have already ceases from society.

Heaven has decided that I and my father may not touch the estate. It has decided that all the tenants, with the land & money must be cut up, & the money paid into court to divide whatever estate may hereafter arise. Are you already aware from your family?
All this occurs me very nearly to the situation
mentioned to you in March, so far as relates to
your share in the question. I shall receive
nothing from my father except in the way of
charity. But that concerns me very little. The
immunity transactions are confined within an owner
very narrow limit.

My father is to receive me a sum at once as
I have alleged my present unacknowledgment of
the sum of the late negotiation. This sum is so small,
as is swallowed up, almost, in such of my
debts; the liquidation of which would make it
impossible to state in order to obtain the money at
all. A few hundred pounds will remain; you
shall have 300 from this source in the course
of the summer. I am to give a note of hand
for the sum, & the affair at present stands that from
the debts we are to become as the course of the year
or 2 months, & that I am to return for them
immediately & to receive the money... Once can be
from doubts that, if my application to other quarters
would not be discovered by my friends, the money will be
in receipt for you by the time that the Poem
is correct... I am with esteem & love to you, to your
son...
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continued upon that period to try me with accumulated force. Continually detained in a situation where ought I to be a prejudice does not permit me to be an equal term with my fellow beings. I was not to commit myself by a decision. If I were there for twelve days in London, where shall have some plan of settlement. I only have be to return to London. It is necessary, then, with myself to become...
-Irwin. I have taken the liberty of writing you from mine late which contain the reasons of your conduct, so as that however what you unnecessarily call Janus or your friend Jr., I shall always feel towards you as the most affectionate of friends. -M.B. Shelley.

[ heapq. Mr. Godwin. Foreword]

"I have written a great haste, writing your motions to hire that the friend side,"
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